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Introduction

Jurisprudential theories provide frameworks for understanding the nature of law and justice. Generally exclusivist, each portrays itself as the only valid explanation of law. Thus, legal positivism portrays itself as antithetical to natural law theory. Legal positivism developed in different directions and inspired a variety of kindred theories, such as legalism/formalism, legal realism, and legal process. In turn, these ideas attempted to monopolize legal theory, usually at the expense of natural law theory. To an extent, this is understandable because every generation confronts unique challenges, and in crafting solutions, prior theories seem outdated as they relate to different times and problems.

In fact, however, each theory contributes to the understanding of only a specific dimension of law. Therefore, it is important for each school of theorists to ultimately recognize that diverse theories can, and do, complement each other. Natural law theory stands for the proposition that there are some unchanging and fundamental rules written in nature, society and the world, accessible by reason, even as society marches forward and meets new challenges. That proposition is common ground for religious and non-religious proponents of the theory.

Yet, natural law has been repressed throughout history by individual nations and the international community, only to receive renewed attention again and again in the wake of horrendous atrocities—during World War II and those committed in Kosovo, Bosnia and Rwanda, but even now as nations try to counter violent extremism. The repression of natural law is usually done in self-interest, when adherence to it seems inconvenient or inexpedient. Reverting to the natural law for improvement in times of crisis only underscores its enduring and timeless significance. In an increasingly pluralistic and globalized world, natural law theory is a
valid basis for coming together to uphold universal values.

This article explores the extent to which Pauline literature and the extant non-religious legal philosophies were accommodative and complementary of each other on the subject of natural law, how they were all better for it, and how contemporary society too—confronted as it is by challenges posed by pluralism and globalization—could benefit from similar accommodation. The article first establishes that Paul understood legal philosophy and used it appropriately to solve societal problems. Secondly, it appraises and then critiques a plethora of modern and contemporary philosophies of law to indicate why a complementary approach is imperative. Lastly, it evaluates select legal theories in light of what can be described as Paul’s preferred legal theory—natural law.

Earlier Philosophies: Antecedents to Pauline Natural Law Teaching

It is important to note that there were varying contemporaneous theories of law that had an impact on Pauline thinking and literature. Paul drew upon and accommodated his teaching to a variety of Greek philosophical methodologies in a manner subsidiary or tangential to the immediate concerns he addressed. He was part of Hellenistic culture and his letters were primarily addressed to Gentiles living in the Greek philosophical and cultural milieu. Although Paul had an immediate religious agenda, Greek society regarded philosophy as an indispensable component of training for public life. In fact, second century apologists indeed label Christianity as “philosophy.” For instance, the account of the arranged debate on the Areopagus between Paul and “certain of the Epicurean and Stoic philosophers” suggests that there is no distinction. Paul’s mission was assimilated into these operational patterns of Hellenistic teachers. While fundamentally religious, his mission had a public dimension. Paul was trying to fashion local adherents of the new teaching into a new politeia, with its own code of political conduct and its own metropolis or mother-city. The ‘school of Christ’ was not inward looking or enclosed. Continued propagation of the teaching of Christ could then take place within the ‘public space’ of this new community.

Paul’s accommodation of his teaching to the contemporaneous teachings also demonstrates that he appreciated the importance of assembling diverse worldviews to solve society’s common problems. Today, “interdisciplinarity has helped law understand what, at any point, is its content and its self-conception: law as politics, culture, [or] economics.” Although Paul had a religious mission and philosophy, he embraced an essentially secular natural law theory where there were overlapping convergences.

The two most popular Hellenistic philosophies antecedent to Pauline teaching were the third and second century B.C.E Stoicism and Epicureanism. Both understood the person as a microcosm of the universe. Paul embraced Stoic and Epi-
curean universalism by stating that Gentiles do not need to be circumcised, indicating that Christianity is not confined to the Jewish people. Paul was so appreciative of Greek philosophy—which he indeed lived—that Acts 17:16-34 portrays him as a second Socrates who engaged the Epicurean and Stoic philosophers of Agora.17

Socrates reacted to those movements within ancient Greek society, which maintained that “good” and “true” were matters of personal and democratic preference, thus denying the existence of enduring universal truths valid for all time and places. Socrates, instead, insisted on an objective definition of virtue and maintained that virtuous living was to live according to reason.18 Aristotle reiterated and advanced Socrates’ teaching, arguing, “[o]f political justice part is natural, part legal,—natural that which everywhere has the same force and does not exist by people’s thinking this or that.”19 The Stoics, too, especially the philosopher Chrysippus of Soli, constructed a systematic natural law theory. According to Stoicism, the whole cosmos is rationally ordered by an active principle. The world, frequently compared to a city, is governed by divine wisdom and providence, and one’s participation in that wisdom is limited by universal law.20 The Stoics maintained that to live virtuously was to live in accord with one’s nature—to live according to right reason. While rational beings are free, the Stoics postulated, there is only one natural law, which absolutely orders and preserves this natural order.21 The Stoics sought to solve the problem of distinguishing clearly between what is in our power and what is not.22

Paul makes use of certain ideas derived from these philosophers, particularly Stoic ethics, as part of his own thinking.23 He found the natural law doctrine of the Stoics relatively compatible with Christian belief. Thus, while addressing gentile Romans who were ignorant of Mosaic law, Paul argued that they were nevertheless capable of doing “by nature what the law requires,”24 because some of the content of the natural moral law was specified in the Law of Moses. In proposing that non-Jews are subject to God’s law, because “[w]hat the law requires is written in their hearts, to which their own conscience also bears witness,” Paul embraced and accommodated natural law.25 It would be reasonable to suggest that if God were to consign most of humanity to destruction, this punishment would not be without warrant, since the non-Jews failed to decipher his law, which was accessible to them through reason.26

Paul’s appreciation and use of Greek philosophy is reflected in some of his letters. For example, the letter to the Philippians contains elements of Stoic ethics, especially the central notion in Stoic ethics—the telos, the ‘end’ of activity, that which is ‘brought about’ by activity.27 The Stoics held the ‘end of action’ to be ‘the good.’ In addition, Paul’s exposure to and critique of law as such is at the center of his Letter to the Romans. In that letter, Paul subscribes to the notion of an inner dialectic in law—the idea of a tension between what it is now and what it is not (but is capable of becoming). Paul makes use of the Greek opposition between potentiality and act. Romans 7:5-6 states, “[f]or when we were in the flesh, the passions
of sin were enacted through the law in our members to bring forth fruit unto death. But now we are de-activated [made inoperative] from the law." The inner and outer boundaries of the law appear indiscernible to Paul as he discusses the distinction between Jews and non-Jews—those within the Law of Moses and those outside the law. Aristotelian ontology of privation is implicit in this. Aristotle makes a point to distinguish privation from mere absence inasmuch as privation still implies a reference to the being or form deprived, which manifests itself through its lack. Law, as such, must be open to development and accommodation.

Beyond Greek influence, reference should also be made to Roman philosophical expositions of the time. The Roman, Cicero, took up the Stoic ideas and defined natural law:

[T]rue law is right reason in agreement with Nature; it is of universal application, unchanging and everlasting; it summons to duty by its commands, and averts from wrongdoing by its prohibitions. There will not be different laws at Rome and at Athens, or different laws now and in the future, but one eternal and unchangeable law will be valid for all nations and for all times.

This is a succinct statement of natural law. Cicero's ideas are in keeping with the fact that Roman law came to be identified with *jus gentium* and even *jus naturale* as the Roman Empire embraced diverse peoples and Roman citizenship came to be extended to all free inhabitants of the Roman Empire. Paul was familiar with Roman law and appreciated its characteristics—its claim to rootedness in a universal and natural ethic. The Acts of the Apostles documents that when arrested and brought before the Roman Tribunal, Paul claimed his rights as a Roman citizen by appealing to Caesar to avoid being handed over to the Jewish authorities.

**Modern and Contemporary De-Emphasis of Natural Law**

The natural law ethic to which Paul subscribed was subsequently embraced and elaborated upon at various times, but also repressed at other times by key theorists. The relationship between positive law and natural law has been a subject of much contention. According to Thomas Aquinas, "every human law has just so much of the nature of law, as it is derived from the law of nature" and there is necessary participation of natural law in the divine and eternal laws. Hugo Grotius argued, however, that the same relationship between positive law and natural law could be established without subscribing to religious criteria, because natural law is the body of rules which can be discovered through reason. John Finnis would argue, however, that unless God is included in this analysis, it is not possible to understand why nature is normative or possesses obligatory force of law for anyone.

The following critical analysis shows that none of the theories that try to displace or repress the natural law can perfectly explain the nature of law or account for its obligatory character or legitimacy, even if they remain useful for explain-
ing certain other aspects of law.

The theory that portrays itself as most directly in opposition to natural law is legal positivism. This theory, which appears in various forms, flourished in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, thanks to English philosophers such as Thomas Hobbes and John Locke. By origin and definition, legal positivism—the view that the legitimacy of law depends on its being posited and obeyed and that its moral worth is a separate inquiry—was aimed at promoting the immediate interests of emerging nation-states, and not global or universal values which were perceived as being stumbling blocks. Thus, John Austin would say “[n]ow, to say that human laws which conflict with the divine law are not binding, that is not laws, is ... stark nonsense. The most pernicious laws ... opposed to the divine will of God, have been and are continually enforced as [binding] laws by judicial tribunals.” With regard to the moral worth of positive law, Austin argued for a hard separability thesis, insisting that the existence of the law is one thing, its merits or demerits is another, and a law which actually exists is law, even if one dislikes it. More contemporary exponents of legal positivism, like Hans Kelsen and H.L.A. Hart, tried to strike a nuanced and moderate position, without going as far as accepting the necessity of substantive moral criteria for the validation of positive law. Thus, Hart’s Rule of Recognition (rules provided in a Constitution, for example, for determining which rules are and which are not part of the legal system) can include moral criteria, as a conventional matter, for the validity of laws in a particular legal system.

Natural Law theory was subsequently repressed or excluded by kindred theories—utilitarianism, pragmatism, law and economics, legalism/formalism, legal realism, historical school, sociological jurisprudence and postmodernism, among others. Legal positivists, like Austin, were also Utilitarians. The principle of utility, based on balancing pleasure and pain (the felicific calculus), provides that in making law or judicial decisions, the guiding principle should be “the greatest happiness of the greatest number,” because a law is a good law only if it makes people happy and a bad law if it makes people miserable. As Robin West notes, utilitarianism is consequentialist rather than “deontic” because it rejects the notion that a law should be evaluated by determining whether or not it can be universalized or whether or not it is in accord with God’s command or natural law. Thus, utilitarianism rejects deontology—the idea that a thing or action is inherently right or wrong. This utilitarian ideal is present in contemporary secular democracies, which contest the existence of objective truth and reduce the qualification of an act as right or wrong to consensus. Some have argued, for instance, that,

[w]e should select our economic and political systems on the basis of what seems to produce the greatest material good for the greatest number, and leave theology out it ... in a democracy ... bonos mores are going to be the mores of the society [and] [u]ltimately ... what the majority decides shall be the rights of minori-
ties is what their rights are, under that legal system.47

But this amounts to tyranny of the majority.48 Contemporary societies are fascinated by the idea of democracy to the point of a total, uncompromising submission to the system. But positive law, even if it is the product of democratic consensus, must have definite limits that it shall not overstep. These limits are determined by the law of nature—otherwise democracy degenerates into ‘ochlocracy’ (domination by the populace).49

Pragmatism, which is closely linked to utilitarianism, argues that legislators and judicial officials should be guided by expediency and effectiveness—they should do whatever works.50 As William James said, the truth of an idea is not a stagnant property inherent in it; truth happens to an idea, or an idea becomes true. Truth is “the expedient in our way of thinking just as the right is only the expedient in our way of behaving.”51 Pragmatic adjudication was highly influential throughout the 1920s and 1930s, but fell in disfavor during World War II. However, its appeal has not entirely disappeared. In moments of crisis and national calamity, it has been reverted to as a compelling justification theory in place of established legal and moral standards.

A modern and operational form of utilitarianism and pragmatism is the law and economics theory arguing that law should be guided by efficiency (wealth-maximization) on the basis of a cost-benefit analysis.52 Economic analysis has guided modern market-based systems. Deontologists argue that judicial, policy, and legal decisions are good only if they are principled, and not just because they make economic sense. Wealth is not the only end judges and legislators should pursue. Instead, or in addition, they should be guided by humanitarian and equitable principles.

Legalism argues that law consists of a set of discoverable rules laid down at some time in the past and that legal justice is the fair application of those preexisting rules in similar situations.53 Legalism and formalism—the latter an extreme version of the former—54 are characteristically positivistic. A more contemporary version of formalism is textualism, which, in the words of Justice Scalia, argues that “[w]ords do have a limited range of meaning, and no interpretation that goes beyond that range is permissible.”55

For all their merits, critical jurisprudence—which consists of critical legal studies, feminist legal jurisprudence,56 critical race theory,57 and postmodernism, to name a few—would argue that legalism and formalism are moderate propositions because their criteria for legal justice lack legitimacy to the extent they fail to render substantive justice in concrete situations. Critical jurisprudence, in turn, does not capture all aspects of reality or the entirety of some fundamental aspects of the human person, because it stresses some dimensions of social life at the expense of others. For example, the view of postmodernism that there is a surplus of meaning and that truth is contextual, or contingent, borders on relativism and makes it impossible to speak of universal values.
Critical Legal Studies and Legal Realism target legalism. Legal realism argues that law is a matter of prophecy or prediction of what judges will do, as opposed to what they say, because reasons for judicial decision are mere post hoc rationalizations. The real reasons may be comprised of the judge’s own biases and sense of fairness based on non-legal considerations, such as prevailing social or economic policy. In insisting on the centrality of the power of the judge, Legal Realism made him/her a sovereign, unanswerable to superseding principles and to that extent this theory is characteristically positivist. Critical Legal Studies maintains that law is an instrument of political power and an expression of the interests of the privileged who relied on legalism to create a complacent and uncritical attitude in the unprivileged in order to protect the status quo.

The Resilience and Enduring Significance of Natural Law

Jurisprudential theories can be further critiqued through the lens of Paul’s preferred theory—natural law—and applications made to select contemporary challenges. Paul critiqued aspects of legal positivism and its “look-alikes” or derivatives, such as legalism or formalism and legal realism. He rejected the oppression implied by slavish, literal fulfillment of the Mosaic Law and the way the Jews interpreted that law based on his conviction that the content of the natural moral law is specified in, but not exhausted by, the Law of Moses. Paul lived in Roman society in which the aristocracy controlled the legal system, and he challenged the complacency or helplessness created by the positivist legal system. He taught that there could be no distinctions based on gender, race or class, or as he put it: between Greek and Jew, male and female, slave or free. Paul’s opponents scourged him, and before Roman courts his teaching was used to prove that he was a threat to the social order. He did not give in, on the contrary, he claimed his civil rights as a Roman citizen, and was brought before a Roman tribunal. In the Letter to Philemon he undermines the institution of slavery by making it clear that all men are “radically equal,” which was extremely innovative at the time.

Natural law, which Paul argues is written on the heart of man (and is, consequently, even today accessible), informs all natural rights and justice discourses. Natural Law brings forth more particular ideas of justice regarding the legal rights and duties of mankind. But in today’s legal discourse, legal positivism is widespread. Legislation is often decided by striking a balance between competing interests, and important lessons of history are thus forgotten. After World War II, the international community rejected the notion of absolute state sovereignty and recognized the universal and fundamental equality and dignity of all human beings, nationality notwithstanding. Thus, the United Nations Charter declared the respect for human rights, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948) recognized the “inherent dignity” of all human beings and declared that “[a]ll human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights. They are endowed with reason and
conscience..." and a plethora of substantive international human rights instruments fleshed out or elaborated that recognition. At the national level, such developments were replicated.

Yet, in spite of some authentic advancements through the globalization of human rights, challenges remain in the form of racial discrimination and xenophobia, with negative consequences for governance, sustainable development, social justice, democracy and peace in the world. The genocides in Rwanda, Kosovo, and the ongoing conflict in Darfur (Sudan) are examples, as are the persistence of human trafficking, harassment of irregular immigrants, social, economic and political exclusion, and stereotyping. In this latter regard, there is a persistent and dichotomous conception of international human rights, which has relegated economic, social and cultural rights to secondary status, only to reveal a prioritization of civil and political criteria and an insufficient recognition of universal solidarity for the less privileged. This problem recently prompted a representative of the Holy See to the United Nations to argue that the current global economic crisis has demonstrated "how too often racism and poverty are inter-related in a destructive combination" and how too often international relations are characterized by the "paradox of a multilateral consensus...subordinated to the decisions of a few."

But it does not have to be that way. The G20 recently put aside ideological differences and demonstrated unprecedented cooperation in committing member states to inject a $1.1 trillion global package into the international financial institutions in order to prevent a colossal collapse of the world economy.

In specific regard to civil and political rights, the universalist natural law to which Paul subscribed has been adhered to through the spread of freedom, democracy, and human rights throughout the world. Many regional, political, human rights and intergovernmental organizations have increasingly conditioned membership on rule of law and democracy and condemned extra-constitutional usurpation of political power. States have recognized that international law is based on "good faith" and the doctrine of pacta sunt servanda ("agreements must be kept"), suggesting that it is subject to natural law. In its origin, international law was seen as an outgrowth of universal values and norms, largely derived from Roman law (the ius gentium, which applied to all peoples) and religious institutions (the law of the Roman Catholic Church, or canon law). Unfortunately, the doctrine of state sovereignty continues to dominate, as if states owe no allegiance to a superseding moral order, and to that extent international human rights have suffered a great deal. Classical writers, such as Hugo de Groot ("Grotius") (1583-1645), warned of the dangers of the excesses of sovereignty, democratic ethos, and legal positivism in international law, and emphasized that moral imperatives between nations were part of law. But in response to current crises and challenges, some nations have expressed doubt in those notions. After the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, for example, there were disturbing developments in many countries trying to adopt
anti-terrorism laws and policies that threaten to reverse longstanding international human rights conceptions. Positivist or kindred theories were often invoked for justification. With time, however, many have understood that the challenges of terrorism can best be met by more, not less, international cooperation and greater respect for human rights. 78

**Conclusion**

In a world that is becoming increasingly globalized, appreciation and adherence to the natural law as articulated by St. Paul is the best road to developing a comprehensive legal theory or jurisprudence. Every strategy must ratify the fundamental principles of right and wrong, which remain vital to any sustainable effort to solve the most daunting global and national challenges, if mistakes are to be avoided.
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